
Somerville Youth Soccer League Board of Directrors
                                Meeting Minutes - Nov. 20, 2013

1) CALL TO ORDER / ROLL CALL / APPROVAL OF PRIOR MINUTES

- We met at 7:32 pm at the Armory.  

- In attendance were Paul Clarke, Brendan Rafferty, Lucas Friedlaender, Joe
McMahon, Frank Farley, Craig Sandler, Todd Easton, Jason Evans, Barry L., Mike
Rooney, Brandee Hall,  Pavlos Protopapas, and Johnny MacCumascaigh.  

- Director of Programming for Somerville Recreation Department, George
Scarpelli confirmed he would attend, but did not.

- Minutes Approved from October Meeting.  Webmaster to upload to the website.

2. PRESIDENTS REPORT:
A) Upshot of a meeting with a frustrated U10 coach was reviewed.  The coach
feels parents and other coaches need to all be regularly informed of the equal
playing time for all players policy.  Discussion followed about assigning players to
new teams, tweaking of team assignments, and improving communication among
coaches.   So-called “horse-trading” and wholesale swapping won’t be allowed,
nevertheless.

B) Todd introduced our new CORI coordinator, Jason Evans, who will will work
with Pavlos to learn the CORI procedure policy as it is described in the job
description.

3. TREASURERS REPORT:  
A) Frank discussed his October treasurer’s report which had been released to the
BOD prior to the meeting.   He reviewed referee pay, the payment of fees and
registration income month to date.  As of today our bank balance is $87,065.24.  

B) Frank updated us on the two-signatory checking account question.  The bank
we intended to open a dual signature required checking account for our overflow
cash, offers the service, but declines any liability if a check is processed without 2
signatures; thus negating the purpose and our need for such a system.  Barry
contributed to discussion by citing a source who confirms that indeed banks are
getting away from accepting a two-signer system.  Given these revelations, we
should discuss tightening security of the funds with a vehicle such as a “rolling
Certificate of Deposit” (CD).

C) Frank will reconvene the Finance Subcommittee to look into the solution.
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4. REGISTRARS REPORT:
A) Pavlos referred us to his statistical plots in the e-mail sent previously (Attached
below these minutes for historical preservation).  

B) He reviewed his recent efforts to improve the purchasing procedure of
uniforms.  This effort consists of integrating a 3rd party Plug-In product into our
website for purchasing products after the point of Registration.  The same
software will also permit improvement in other areas, such as Coach requests for
practice (field) assignments.  Both scenarios (UNiforms and Fields assignments)
were demonstrated to those with e-devices at the table. A motion was made that
SYSL purchase a year license from WooFoo.

-Barry said just to be clear - we will continue to collect registration fees via
SportsManager.  

- Johnny said we’re trying to constrain the space so kids of the same level
are practicing on the same pitch.  So for spring, there will be a window to put in
requests, it WILL NOT be on a first come first serve basis.

MOTION APPROVED to purchase the 1 year license from WooFoo

5. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT:
A) Paul informed of and invited any interested parties to a meeting scheduled for
the 25th with Andy, the Representative of Mass Premier Soccer (MPS).  The
meeting will be used as a format to discuss the performance and experience of
MPS last Fall, with the Professional Development Officer (PDO) Dimi.  We need
to interact and start to talk about a plan for the spring.  
- Barry said we have to make sure Andy doesn’t think we are there to approve
MPS or a plan for MPS for the spring.  
- Brandee said she would like to see other local options be explored.  
- Barry said we should look at alternatives to see if we’re getting the value we want
to be getting.  

B) Todd said if we have the ability to book out space for another MPS PDO, we
should be proactive about getting E and/or F courses close to the start of the
season.  MYS program in Cambridge is already sold out; people are aware of
how good it is.  
- Paul suggested we book a gym and schedule a Coach Licensing Clinic before
the Spring season.  Our cost would be limited to the gym rental and the
reimbursement per SYSL coach who takes the course.  It would be an open class
to the public.  Paul will confer with MYS about their schedule availability for a clinic
instructor.
- Lucas questioned paying coaches to take D (higher) level courses.  Should we
continue paying them as they go up the ranks?  Paul replied, definitely.  The
coaches who are most successful are the ones who’ve done the most licensing.

6. FIELDS:
A) Johnny said obviously there are issues with our fields.  I’ve sent out a summary
of the Fall fields and a meeting Lucas and I held with the Mayor and George
Scarpelli.  (Reports are Attached below for historical record)

B) Todd said we had a great turnout at the Argenziano meeting, and I want to keep
pushing that issue forward.  
- Brendan asked why this process seems to have to gone well.  Todd said “partly it
was that the city has learned best practices and people were placed into small
 groups where they didn’t know the other people at the table, so there was no
division into camps.  But I keep asking people in City Hall what is happening in
their decision making - what process they are making.”  He added: “We need to
start a dialogue now about Nunziato.   We need to make sure we have an idea
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what’s going on with these pending renovations so we can plan ahead.”  
- Todd asked to let Johnny Mac know what your concerns are and what he should
be communicating to the folks in the Rec Dept.
- Todd said we should document how the city is not making Trum available “only to
baseball and softball”, as we have been told so many times.  “ I see people playing
flag football and kickball on Trum.  If you drive by, take a photo or video please.”  
- Paul said we also have to work out what we’re going to need for indoor gym
space for the pre-season.  

7. MYSL: 
Brendan said there is some discussion of what to do about the brackets at the
upper level.  Spring season begins April 5 and 12.   Commissioner’s Cup is
scheduled for June 21.  Johnny Mac said we have clearance from MYSL to be a
test city for Friday night games which alleviate some Saturday pressure.

8. EQUIPMENT / UNIFORMS:
Short discussion of ball distribution, quality and using correct balls for the age
level.  

9. IT:
- Joe M. asked for input on the Website, and questioned Pavlos’ integration of the
WooFoo Plug-Ins.  Pavlos asked in response “It raises a good question, who is in
charge of the content?  Is Barry (Community Relations) in charge of that?”  
- Barry raised the question of what NEEDS to be on the Site.  Then some
discussion ensued as to what is used and when on the web site.  My concern, said
Barry, “is whether we have current and accurate info on the site.”
- Joe will convene an IT sub-committee meeting to go through the site page by
page and make sure the site has no contradictory information.  

10. COMMUNITY RELATIONS:
Cleats and uniform exchange event.  Would like to execute it about 3 weeks prior
to season.  Pavlos has a list of volunteers who he will share with Barry to
coordinate it.

11. UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
BOARD OF DIRECTORS SUCCESSION TALK:  Need to write a letter to recruit
new volunteers.  Additional Community Relations person is needed.  Barry
indicated he will likely not return as CR, so we may need to recruit 2 people or at
least 1 + Assistant.

PUBLIC LETTER OF APPRECIATION: To the attention of REC Dept for aiding
us in getting the full population of SYSL playing space.

Meeting Adjourned at 8:52 PM

ATTACHMENTS:

GRAPHICS FROM REGISTRAR
1) Reg Numbers Nov 17, 2014 shows the number of registrations as a function of time for

all registrations.
I have compared the registrations from last year's spring and fall seasons. Note: the Fall
season registration has a much shorter off-season time in which to get players
registered.
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2)  Age Distribution through the league

3) A: School distribution: one showing the share of each school in SYSL.  B: showing the

percentage of all students in a given school that are participating.
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4) Month of birth. This is an indicator of how competitive the league is. It has been shown

that the older kids do better at the early stages of leagues and therefore remain in the
program longer (this was shown for hockey leagues in Canada). We do not see such an
effect in SYSL, which is good news at for me.
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5)  MAYORS MEETING RECAP & FALL FIELDS HISTORY OF USE:

CCCooommmmmmiiitttttteeeeee::: SYSL Meeting with Recreation
Dept.
and Mayor Curtatone

Date: 10/17/2013

LLLooocccaaatttiiiooonnn::: Mayor’s Office Time: 11-12pm

PPPrrreeessseeennnttt::: Joe Curtatone  (Mayor), George
Scarpelli (Recreation
Programming Director), Lucas
Friedlander (SYSL),  John
MacCumascaigh (SYSL)

TTTooopppiiiccc DDDDiiiissssccccuuuussssssssiiiioooonnnn AAAAccccttttiiiioooonnnn FFFFoooolllllllloooowwww
UUUUpppp

CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication Joe addressed communication
breakdown regarding a
permitting “conflict” at
Conway on 9/30.  City is willing
to take ownership of their
mistakes; however, Joe feels
blame was directed toward the
City when it was SYSL that was
at fault.  An apology would have
been appreciated.

George expressed an interest in
attending SYSL BOD meetings
to increase connections
between SYSL and SRD

Nothing
necessary at
this time.

Fields:Fields:Fields:Fields: - Discussion was addressed as
serving the interests of all
Somerville sports programs;
both present and future.
- A revamped website and
permitting process was teased
as coming soon.  Rec. Dept will
provide transparent schedule
online of all activities.
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- Owner of 200 Innerbelt was
approached by the City to see if
any short term arrangement
could be made to provide field
space.

CapuanoCapuanoCapuanoCapuano

-Portable lights are not a viable
option due to: 1) noise level (so
close to abutters); 2) exhaust
from the generators (Capuano
is fairly shielded of wind).
-City is committed to getting
permanent lights by spring of
2014, but must follow the
process- which will include
community listening meetings.
 Joe also stressed that City can’t
petition city vendors to provide
portable systems.  Appreciated
the offer by SYSL to contribute
funds, but would rather see that
money go toward scholarships.

Following the
election, Ward
1 Alderman
will initiate
community
discussion
meetings.

Lucas to
contact
Alderman
Bastardi after
election

NunziatoNunziatoNunziatoNunziato

Field is to be reworked as part
of another larger city project.
 Construction tentatively
scheduled to begin after
Spring ‘14 season.  Nunziato
will be unavailable for Fall
2014 and Spring 2015
seasons.  City understands
work cannot begin until the
U7/8 program has a
confirmed home for 2
seasons.

We informed them that the
trees have started to block the
Northern set of lights & the
lights on Vinal Ave side
 point towards the
Community Garden, not the
playing field.  This leaves
dark areas.

George to call
Stan in DPW
to request
cherry picker
visit field.

George
Scarpelli

ArgenzianoArgenzianoArgenzianoArgenziano

Meeting set for 10/30 for
community input.  City sees
the dire need for U14 sized
turf field with portion of
grass and trees.  
Lights not currently working
at field are 30 years old- need
new ballasts, but parts are
difficult to obtain.

Attend
Listening
Session.
Be sure to be
vocal about
needs of
sports
recreation in
the city.

SYSL Board
Members

Dilboy Aux  &Dilboy Aux  &Dilboy Aux  &Dilboy Aux  &
StadiumStadiumStadiumStadium

City stressed the role of the
field serving the municipal
area.  Many schools and
organizations depend on the
DCR for these fields.  City has
desire to put lights on Aux,
but it is not City owned, so it
needs DCR involvement.  

TUFTS TriangleTUFTS TriangleTUFTS TriangleTUFTS Triangle
& Field C& Field C& Field C& Field C

City to work with Tufts to get
access.  We will need Field-C
for Saturday games.

Follow up with
George

JMac

Draw 7Draw 7Draw 7Draw 7

City still desires a
management transfer of
park.  The State has an out
dated capital plan for dealing
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with the property, so nothing
happens.  A turf field would
make most sense given the
weather and wind exposure.
 

Winter OptionsWinter OptionsWinter OptionsWinter Options
City wants to invest in a
seasonal sports dome
“bubble.”  Possibly at
Capuano and/or Conway.  To
be used for multiple sports.

Healey SchoolHealey SchoolHealey SchoolHealey School City will investigate the
possibility / feasibility of
creating a grass playing area.

Other SportsOther SportsOther SportsOther Sports
City is developing a small
Lacrosse program.  Still in
development, and will start
small to see if there is
interest.  Acknowledgement
that there is not enough field
space to push it hard.

City SponsoredCity SponsoredCity SponsoredCity Sponsored
WorkshopsWorkshopsWorkshopsWorkshops

City wants to partner with
SYSL to offer training
workshops and indoor Futsal
at the High School
Gymnasium throughout the
winter (likely Saturdays).
 This is based on other sports
increasingly working with
the Rec. Dept.  Lucas asked
who will be in charge of the
program.  High School
players will be involved as
mentors, adults in charge are
TBD.

Await further
follow-up from
George

Lucas? JMac?
Paul?

SYSL Field Coordinator                                                                                        
 11/20/13
Fall 2013 Season Notes

Travel Game Schedule Summary:

U10- Capuano Field

1. 53 Home games

2. No issues to report

U12- Argenziano/Conway Park

1. 10 Home games at Argenziano.  34 Home games at Conway

2. Field conditions continue to be a safety issue

3. Second week of season, SYSL relocates all U12 home games from Argenziano to
Conway park due to poor field conditions.

4. Games rescheduled/relocated: 5

a. 10/1 Tuesday evening, rescheduled game to 6pm at Argenziano (org date 10/12
b. 10/26 relocated four games to Argenziano due to city conflict with ice rink
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U14- Dilboy Stadium

1. 23 Home games played- 1 home game played at Away field (Malden)

2. Games rescheduled/relocated: 16

a. 9/7 – Opening Day: rescheduled two games start times to afternoon
b. 9/11 notified by city that we had to reschedule the start times for 11 games- dates

affected: 9/14, 9/21, 9/28 and 10/26.
c. 9/13, Friday night rescheduled a game (org scheduled for Wednesday 9/11)
d. 10/29, Tuesday night  rescheduled game from10/26 (This game was moved twice-

originally scheduled for 9am on 10/26 then 4:30pm on 10/26)
e. 11/2 changed start time to 10:30am due to city conflict

Practice Schedule Summary:

In order for the schedule to work properly, all changes to the official schedule
must be approved by the Field Coordinator.  All updates will be available online
following approval.

Argenziano- embarrassingly dangerous field conditions
                  Permit altered by city making field available at 5:30pm (instead of
5pm)
                  Lights continue to be lacking

Capuano-         Lack of lighting system limits use of field after dusk
                Promise of permanent lights by spring season

Conway        

Dilboy Aux.

ESCS

Foss        Early conflicts with football.  
Portable lights were for use by Pop Warner and Cheerleading, but
if they did not show up SYSL borrowed.

Tufts Field C        Not available to SYSL Fall ‘13 season
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